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1. I don't think Bill Barr has ever tried a case especially as
a prosecutor. He's not a trial lawyer. Not a prosecutor. He
was a CIA analyst put in DOJ to cover up a crimes
committed by Reagan and Bush including Iran-Contra and
arming Saddam Hussein with WMD.

2. When Bob Mueller, a counterintelligence prosecutor, burns an old friend who has

assisted in a foreign attack on our Democracy we should all take notice. The House

can and should impeach Barr for lying and obstructing Congress. First, give him 72

hours

3. to give a fully un-redacted copy of #MuellerReport to @RepAdamSchiff. Then open

his impeachment proceedings. Use them to prove Barr conspired with Trump to

conceal the attack on the US. Make Barr all about Trump and Russia. Almost a

certainty Trump fires him to stop

4. the process but before then we will have more evidence on Trump & Putin. Make

every 2020 cycle @SenateGOP look like a pro-Putin traitor. If we do it right, up to 15

of the 21 GOP Senate seats can go in-play. At least enough to insure @TheDemocrats

control Senate in 2021.

5. The #KochBrothers still run the GOP. Let them imagine a world in which an

energized US left controls both Houses and @Whitehouse. Thirteen Senate seat

swing would filibuster proof the Senate and end Koch's power. They put Bill Weld in

play for a reason. Threaten their Senate

6. control and IMO they will move fast to get rid of Trump to save the Senate

majority. If they don't, then forcing the 2020 GOP to vote for a Putin loving traitor

will be perfect in the Summer of 2020. But for now, impeach Barr. @SpeakerPelosi

@RepJerryNadler @RepJeffries
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